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UNION LISTS
A union list of penoclicals is a catalog,
usually in alphabetical title anangement,
of the periodicals to be found in the li-
braries in a special legion, with indica-
tion of the libraries containing any given
title There are two types of such lists,
 (1)	lists of peiiodicals cuirently received,
 (2)	lists of sets, with exact indication of
what poition of each set is m the li-
braries listed   The second type is moie
useful   Such lists aie of great reference
importance since they often show where
a libraiy can find a periodical or volume
not m its own collections    The princi-
pal use of such lists is for reference and
inter-libiaiy loan purposes but they aie
often   useful   also   as   catalogers'   aids
Foreign union lists are, naturally, not
useful  for  mter-hbiary  loans,  but  are
often very helpful in identifying foieign
titles
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The most important and comprehensive union list,
indispensable in any Amencan library which does much
reference work -with periodicals Lists about 70,000
periodicals (i e, 75,000 items, including cross references)
giving catalog description of each and statement of
what constitutes a complete set, and indicates the hold-
ings of these m more than 200 American and Canadian
libraries Statement of holdings is exact except in the
case of certain very common periodicals for which a
general statement that complete sets aie found in most
large libraries is given instead of the exact list The
supplements extend the record of the basic volume by
giving (a) new titles not listed before and Ob) added
holdings of titles previously listed either m the original
cooperating libraries or in some additional libraries
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A union list on the same general plan as the Union
list of serials for a type of serial publication excluded
from that list, ie, government serials, including only
genuine government serials and omitting publications of
universities, societies, etc , subsidized by a government
Arranged alphabetically by country name, except that
Russia is in a separate list at the end, with sub-
arrangement by government departments, bureaux, etc ,
and 'with indication of holdings of the \anous publi-
cations in some 85 Amencan libraries
For most purposes the national list
supersedes the various local lists, but the
following smaller lists are still useful
at times for the location of files in li-
braries not included m this national list
Chicago library club List of serials in
public libraries of Chicago and Evan-

